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Subject: How should renewable electricity be supported in Ireland?
i.

Overview of report
This report has been prepared by the NFLA Secretariat after a recommendation from the
autumn meeting of the NFLA All Ireland Forum in Navan, County Meath. Considerable
discussion took place about the slow take-up of renewable electricity across the island of
Ireland and there was real frustration that local authorities were not being given a clear role
within such development. Concern was also made with the lack of dynamism in developing
decentralised renewables in Ireland in comparison with the likes of Scotland, England and
other European countries.
It was noted at the seminar that the Republic of Ireland Government has initiated a consultation
to consider the support mechanisms for developing renewable electricity in ‘nuclear free’
Ireland. NFLA strongly supports renewable and decentralised energy solutions and it was
agreed to develop a model response for Irish members and to submit it as an independent
response. It gives the NFLA view on how to develop a renewable revolution on the island of
Ireland. Northern Ireland had a Feed-in Tariff scheme similar to that of the UK Government,
but recently slashed the subsidy for it. The NFLA will submit this report to the Northern Ireland
Executive to encourage it to restore such support due to the undoubted benefits of the scheme.
This response also has relevance after the significant failings in the Northern Ireland
Renewable Heating Initiative (RHI) scheme and NFLA encourages the Executive to consider
the analysis of some of the schemes noted within this consultation submission.

1.

Introduction
The primary objective of the new Renewable Electricity Support Scheme (RESS) is to
incentivise the introduction of sufficient renewable generation to deliver national and EU wide
renewable energy and decarbonisation targets. There are also other energy policy objectives
such as: broadening and diversifying the renewable technology mix, enhancing the security of
energy supply, promoting economic development, and supporting community and citizen
participation in the transition to a low carbon economy, and, of course, delivering value for
money for the consumer.
The Irish Government’s consultation concludes that technology specific categories, as a
means of delivering increased renewable diversity at significant scale, are more expensive
than a technology neutral approach.

2.

Targets
The 2009 EU Renewable Energy Directive sets Ireland a legally binding target of meeting 16%
of its energy requirements (not just electricity) from renewable sources by 2020. Ireland is
committed to achieving this target through meeting 40% of electricity demand, 12% of heat
and 10% of transport from renewable sources of energy.
To complement this event, the NFLA Secretary has arranged a NFLA Welsh Forum seminar on
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26% of Ireland’s gross electricity generation in 2016 came from renewables - up from 5.3% in
1990. Most of the increase came from onshore wind generation.
After 2020 a further expansion of renewables will be required to meet Ireland’s contribution to
the EU-wide target of at least a 27% share of renewable energy consumption by 2030.
Ireland’s 2015 Energy White Paper sets out a vision of reducing the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from the energy system by 80%-95% compared to 1990 levels by 2050.
All responses should be submitted by 3rd November 2017 to ress@dccae.gov.ie or in writing to:
RESS Consultation
Electricity Policy Division
Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment
29-31 Adelaide Road
Dublin, D02 X285
Ireland
The consultation documents can be found here:
http://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/energy/consultations/Pages/Renewable-Electricity-SupportScheme-Design-Consultation.aspx
3.

Renewable Energy Support Schemes
Across Europe, factors that influence the design of renewable energy support schemes have
shifted dramatically in the past decade, creating a need for new models which build on past
experiences and lessons learnt to address barriers to renewable energy deployment.
These factors include the rapid decline in the costs of renewable energy technologies and the
growing share of variable renewable energy in the energy mix. To account for these dynamics,
support policies are continuously being adapted to maintain a stable and attractive environment
for investments in the sector while ensuring the long-term stability of the energy system in a costeffective manner.
Auctions for renewable energy development have become increasingly popular in developing
and developed countries and are often implemented in combination with other measures. The
number of countries that have adopted renewable energy auctions increased from six in 2005 to
at least sixty-seven by mid-2016.
Auctions have shown the rapid downward evolution of technology costs especially for solar and
wind projects (See annexe). The potential to achieve low prices has been acclaimed as one of
the most important strengths of auctions and has been a major motivation for their rapid
dissemination worldwide. This strength can largely be attributed to their ability to promote
competition among potential developers and lead to accurate price discovery in a robust and
transparent manner.
Auctions also mean that the commissioning authority can control the quantity of renewable
electricity which requires support – unlike for instance with the UK’s feed-in tariff - allowing for
greater budgetary control and delivery of the benefits of falling technology costs.
Researchers assessed five different types of support mechanism for this consultation. Whether
auctions should be technology-neutral or technology-specific was also examined.
The qualitative assessment used in the consultation document suggests that the Floating FeedIn Premium (FIP) performs best against the assessment criteria and should be used as the
primary financial support mechanism for the new RESS. A Floating FIP is calculated as the
difference between the strike price and the reference market price. The Floating FIP scheme
appears to be the direction of travel in renewable support schemes across Europe, with six EU
Member States having already implemented some form of a FIP scheme (e.g. Great Britain,
France and the Netherlands).
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The recommended approach is a technology neutral auction resulting in the awarding of a
uniform-price. All generators successful in the auction would receive the same uniform clearing
price, or strike price. It is expected that there will be a number of auctions, but the frequency has
not been specified. The length of the awarded FFiP contract will most likely be 15 years.1
In Great Britain the UK Government specifies which technologies can compete in each auction.
This has had the effect of excluding solar farms and onshore wind from the market. The
Government’s National Infrastructure Commission (NIC), is now calling for future actions to be
open to all low carbon technologies. 2
However, in Ireland under the RESS, solar, offshore wind and other more nascent technologies
may not be able to compete with the more well-established onshore wind projects in a technology
neutral auction. If this is the case, the consultation paper recommends that a technology-specific
auction could be introduced. It is proposed that a separate Community Category will be provided
for from the inception of the scheme.
The diagram below shows how the FFiP ensures that the supported generator earns the strike
price for all power generated. Where the Reference Market Price (RMP) is less than the strike
price, a top-up FFiP payment is made. If RMP is greater than the strike price, the generator pays
the difference back.

4.

Community Ownership and Participation
The consultation document is keen to emphasise that the provision of pathways and
opportunities for community and citizen ownership, and benefit sharing is central to the RESS.
For the purposes of this consultation, a working definition for community renewable energy
projects was:
‘A community renewable energy project encompasses some minimum combination of citizens,
co-operatives, community groups, charities, educational bodies and SMEs (including farmers)
within a certain distance of the installation, as well as municipalities and local authorities.’
The Community Report, undertaken by Ricardo Energy and Environment (Ricardo) sought to
identify the optimal suite of policies and measures to support community ownership and benefits
sharing by drawing on international experience, existing publications on the subject, expert
stakeholder inputs, as well as the knowledge and experience of the project consultants.

1

See Electro Route 12th Sept 2017 http://www.electroroute.com/insights/new-irish-renewable-electricity-support-scheme%E2%80%93-european-insights
2 Solar Power Portal 16th October 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/national_infrastructure_commission_calls_for_technology_neutral_auctions_an
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The study identified numerous existing barriers to community ownership and participation in
renewable electricity projects in Ireland, and set out how to address them when designing the
new RESS policy. However some barriers present specific challenges which will need to be
addressed separately outside of the main RESS such as facilitating Direct Lines, Private Wire
and Net Metering arrangements. However the new RESS will facilitate community-led projects
where these issues do not apply.
The focus given to community involvement is ultimately intended to increase acceptance of new
renewable projects. A measure to include a mandatory community investment offer for specific
projects has been mooted, along with a series of grants, soft loans and potential priority grid
access. How these complex mechanisms will be implemented in practice remains unclear.3
In order to receive support, all projects above a certain size (500kW has been proposed) must
offer local communities an opportunity to invest in some minimum share of the project. A targeted
offer of 20% of the project has been put forward to be enforced as a criterion for pre-qualification
for the RESS as opposed to a planning requirement, while views are being sought for the
appropriate distance the community should be from the project for the initial offer. While they do
not necessarily need to secure the investment in order to proceed under the RESS, project
developers must make reasonable efforts to market the offer and secure community investment.4
In Denmark developers have to offer a 20% community share ownership for wind projects with
turbines larger than 25m.5
For smaller community projects (<6MW wind, <1MW other technologies) a floating FIP should
be made available, while development grants of up to €20,000 would be made to available to
support community-led projects through the initial high-risk stages of a project. Schools, sports
clubs, farmers and other groups will be able to participate in the scheme. Grid access could also
be facilitated for community-led projects to give them further support.6
It is not clear to what extent local authorities and municipalities will be assisted and encouraged
to develop projects which can apply for a Feed-in Premium.
5.

Solar vs Wind?
The Dutch SDE+ renewable support scheme is very similar to the proposed Irish RESS. It too
awards a uniform-price FFiP referenced against a strike price, but is technology specific as
opposed to the proposed technology neutral Irish RESS. In 2016 there were two rounds of
auctions, the first was held in spring and had a budget of €4 billion and the second in the autumn
and had a budget of €5 billion. These auctions resulted in 3,183 projects being awarded the
SDE+ subsidy, totalling 3.9 GW of RE capacity and at a cost of €9 billion.
Interestingly, more solar projects were granted subsidies than wind projects under the SDE+.
This was driven by the fact that wind projects must go through much more stringent planning
procedures compared to solar in the Netherlands and ultimately a project cannot bid for an SDE+
subsidy without planning permission. As a result, the solar business model is becoming
increasingly more competitive in the Netherlands.
It is not impossible to envisage a similar scenario playing out in Ireland under the new RESS
scheme given the planning challenges facing wind development projects.
However, Irish solar developers are concerned about competing with other renewable energy
technologies in completely technological neutral large-scale auctions under the proposals.
Michael McCarthy of the Irish Solar Energy Association (ISEA) says: “We still don’t know what

3

See Electro Route 12th Sept 2017 http://www.electroroute.com/insights/new-irish-renewable-electricity-support-scheme%E2%80%93-european-insights
4
Solar Portal 5th Sept 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/irish_solar_to_compete_in_technology_neutral_auctions_micro_generation_excl
5 Irish Times 5th Sept 2017 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/new-scheme-proposes-renewable-energy-sectoroverhaul-1.3209477
6 Solar Portal 5th Sept 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/irish_solar_to_compete_in_technology_neutral_auctions_micro_generation_excl
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the Government wants to do with capacity. There’s no clear timeline. There is no budget
indicated. There was no ratio between wind and solar provided, while the association was
dubious about its “technology-agnostic aspect”. Looking at recent prices awarded across Europe
(see annexe) this could just result in “wind, wind and more wind” being supported. The auction
structure should have indicated how the energy cake was going to be divided.
6.

Solar is Key
As can be seen below Eirgrid is forecasting that large scale solar PV will be connecting to the
system at an increasing rate from the mid-2020s without the need for a subsidy due to “rapidly
decreasing capital costs”.
However, this is not going to help the immediate problem which is avoiding fines in the region of
€300 million a year from the European Union as a result of failure to reach Ireland’s 2020
renewable-energy targets. 7 The Irish Solar Energy Association (ISEA) says solar energy is key
to Ireland reaching the targets in the time available because it can be deployed rapidly. There
have been over 500 applications submitted to ESB Networks for connection of solar farms in the
Republic of Ireland, totalling over 4,000MW since May 2015. It is estimated that 1500MW is
achievable by 2022, which equates to 5 per cent of Ireland’s electricity demand.
ISEA wants to see a technology-specific subsidy for solar, which would see a guarantee to
support a certain amount of solar energy. A process to decide which projects were supported by
the subsidy could be run in tandem with a government application for state-aid clearance. This
in turn would allow solar developers to build immediately once clearance from Brussels was
achieved, and make a meaningful contribution to hitting the 2020 targets. All the levers that have
to be pushed in order to drive forward this industry, in order to create high-end sustainable jobs
and meet our climate change targets are ready to [be pushed]. But this is not going to happen
unless the government wake up to the reality of climate change and they look at the solution to
the current problem of not meeting 2020 targets.” 8

7.

Microgeneration
Nor do the proposals offer any concrete plans to support rooftop solar or other types of
microgeneration.
Friends of the Earth (FoE) Ireland has been campaigning against the exclusion of microgeneration from these initial plans. 9 DCCAE claims there are significantly higher costs
associated with microgeneration, which would not offer as cost effective a strategy for meeting
Ireland’s renewable targets as medium- and large-scale projects. The department also claims
that international experience has shown that market and network reform would be required
before micro-generation tariffs are introduced. An alternative means for developing and
supporting micro-generation will be sought through a comprehensive review of the public
demand for micro-generation, including identifying the policy drivers needed. The Minister has
asked the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland to examine how best micro-generation can be
supported.10 A policy framework will then be designed to appropriately support ‘prosumers’ and
micro-generation in Ireland, including the structure of any support mechanism.
However FoE commissioned a cost benefit analysis from climate researcher Joseph Curtin
which showed that residential solar offers a win-win for Ireland’s households and the
Government. The study claimed that support for solar power on 50,000 homes could be done
“at a reasonable cost and in a fair way”.
It argues that a generation tariff of €0.09-0.10 should be introduced as “the real subsidy”, with
an export tariff of €0.066 set in line with the average spot price paid for electricity by suppliers.
This, he argues, is the level of support needed to make solar attractive for Irish households and

7

Engineers Journal 13th December 2016 http://www.engineersjournal.ie/2016/12/13/solar-energy-ireland-2020-targets/
Irish Solar Energy Association 12th Sept 2017 http://www.irishsolarenergy.org/news-docs/RESS%20Media%20Update.pdf
9 Solar Power Portal 31st August 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/value_of_residential_solar_underappreciated_as_irish_support_scheme_nears
10 Irish Times 5th Sept 2017 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/new-scheme-proposes-renewable-energy-sectoroverhaul-1.3209477
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could offer a payback of roughly ten years. Curtin adds that cost effectiveness can be managed
by capping the overall quantity of support available at 150MW by 2030, which can be offered to
homeowners on a first-come-first-served basis.
Curtin says the ability of domestic installations to save energy which would otherwise be paid for
at the rate of the peak electricity tariff is “underappreciated”. This it says improves the economics
considerably and will allow for fewer subsidies in the future. While FoE’s report makes the case
for rooftop solar including commercial installations, a number of these projects are already going
ahead without subsidy - some are getting a 5-7 year payback depending on their energy price
and self-consumption levels.
Friends of the Earth is concerned that the system proposed allows the bigger companies to
maintain a stranglehold on renewables by not paying households and communities for the
electricity they generate. It says we have the seen the limits of leaving generation to the “big
boys” with wind power, and we don't want to repeat the same mistake with solar energy.11
8.

Solar Futures
Eirgrid – the Irish transmission system operator – predicts that solar will reach grid parity in less
than a decade, despite having no large scale ground mounted solar currently installed. It
forecasts that Ireland is likely to see large scale solar PV connecting to the system at an
increasing rate from the mid-2020s without the need for a subsidy due to “rapidly decreasing
capital costs”.
Over 5GW of solar is sitting in the pipeline in Ireland, and developers have already begun to look
to at subsidy free models after energy minister Denis Naughton said last: “I cannot see the
significant volume of proposals for solar energy in Ireland being supported in the short-term.”
Some installs are said to have taken place on rooftops with the help of power purchase
agreements however Eirgrid’s scenarios state that without government incentives for these
projects, rooftop deployment of solar on households and businesses will remain unlikely in large
capacities until post-2025.

9.

Electricity storage
Eirgrid also outlined its forecasts for storage in the Republic of Ireland, making a strong case for
the deployment of batteries in the future. Like solar, the technology is expected to become more
economically viable due to decreasing capital costs. Eirgrid expects to see large scale grid
connected batteries co-located with renewables rather than as standalone installs, as the
technology’s ability to help reduce curtailment is expected to be key to the integration of solar
and wind onto the grid.
Household battery energy storage will likely connect with domestic solar PV to provide additional
self-consumption for consumers. However due to high capital costs, the scenarios see small
levels of battery storage until 2025-2030 at which point there is thought to be an increase.12

10.

The important role of Local Authorities
Local authorities should be supported and encouraged by the Irish Government to develop a
strategy for investing in solar energy. In the UK several local councils have been successful in
developing new solar projects and plans despite diminishing subsidies.13 Local councils are
beginning to emerge as one of the key actors.14 One authority bought an existing solar farm;
another built its own using its own reserves.

11

Solar Power Portal 31st Aug 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/value_of_residential_solar_underappreciated_as_irish_support_scheme_nears
12
Solar Portal 1st Aug 2017
https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/irish_solar_to_go_from_zero_deployment_to_grid_parity_by_mid_2020s
13

See http://www.nuclearpolicy.info/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/A273_NB160_Decentralised_energy_update.pdf
Solar Power Portal 15th October 2016
http://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/havering_london_borough_council_puts_forward_plans_to_build_15.5mw_of_solar
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Swindon Borough Council is building solar farms funded by unique council solar bonds which
raise money from individual investors. Most local authorities are installing solar panels on their
own buildings, sometimes to save money on electricity bills, or financed through a Power
Purchase Agreement.
One of the most inspirational is Portsmouth City Council (PCC) which has been rolling-out solar
schemes worth up to £10 million on council owned buildings across the city between 2016 and
2020. The council hopes to deploy over 2MW each year. The interesting point, however, is that
Portsmouth City Council is proposing to carry on, where many other authorities have called a
halt to such work, due to the FiT rates plummeting. What the council has done is to recognise
that despite the business cases losing a large chunk of government subsidy, a good financial
return can still be achieved by taking a different route. Most local authorities are large users of
electricity and the prices they pay for it average around the 10 pence per kWh mark. So if solar
PV can be fitted to those buildings that need the electricity and it can be used on site, the
business case still stacks up. Instead of there being a payment of so many pence via a FIT, the
council makes a saving on the electricity bill it would otherwise pay.15
At the recent NFLA All Ireland Forum meeting, a number of councillors noted that they wished
to develop more definitive renewable energy policies and replicate some of the advances made
by Councils in England, Scotland and Wales. There was real frustration about the timidity of the
central support provided to local government in this area, and while the work of the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) is welcomed, it was argued that central government needed
to encourage schemes that local authorities could also take up and run with, as has occurred
across the Irish Sea. NFLA has provided extensive examples of the development of
decentralised renewable energy in a series of reports that will be submitted with this submission
to the Government.
11.

Conclusions
NFLA welcomes this consultation from the Government, which is important and timely. Ireland
has been ‘behind the game’ in this area in comparison with other European countries who have
used renewable support schemes to rapidly increase the development of various types of
renewable electricity generation.
It is critical that new support mechanisms are put in place swiftly as Ireland risks not meeting its
EU targets for renewable energy generation in 2020 and the penalties that would ensue. The
NFLA believes the Government though has to widen the range and support to given to other
forms of renewable electricity beyond onshore wind.
The key conclusions the NFLA wants the Government to take away from this submission are:
•
In the immediate future technologically neutral auctions are likely to favour onshore wind
over other less well developed renewables. Solar, offshore wind and other more nascent
technologies may not be able to compete against the cheapest renewable.
•
Eirgrid predicts that solar farms will reach grid parity by the mid-2020s, but this is too late
to have an impact on the renewable targets for 2020.
•
Solar energy is key to Ireland reaching its 2020 targets and avoid fines of up to €300m per
year from Europe. It is estimated that 1500MW of solar farms could be built by 2022, which
equates to 5 per cent of Ireland’s electricity demand.
•
The Irish Government, therefore, should give solar farms priority access to RESS funding
over the next 5 to 10 years.
•
Plans to increase community ownership and participation are to be welcomed. Community
groups will need more than just money and developing a thriving community and cooperative energy infrastructure should be a major Government objective.
•
The Minister is reported to have asked the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland to
examine how best micro-generation can be supported before a policy framework is
designed – but this appears to apply to just householders rather than public authorities.
Local authorities and municipalities should be supported and encouraged to develop

15

Solar Power Portal 24th June 2016
http://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/portsmouth_city_council_to_spend_millions_on_rooftop_solar_roll_out
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projects which can apply for a Feed-in Premium as quickly as possible, and where
appropriate in co-operation with community energy groups.
12.

Specific NFLA answers to Consultation Questions

Q1a. The emerging policy includes a measure whereby all capacity available under the new RESS
(with the exception of small scale developments) should be allocated through a competitive
bidding process via auctions. Do the respondents agree with the competitive auction based
approach? If not, what alternative model would you propose and why?
Auctions for renewable energy development have become increasingly successful around the globe.
For instance earlier this year DONG Energy of Denmark, the world’s largest offshore wind company,
won a bid to build two wind farms 22 kilometres off the Dutch coast at a cost lower than any other
offshore scheme up until that date – around €72.70 per megawatt hour (MWh) and €87 MWh when
transmission costs are included.16 At the time this was described as the cheapest offshore wind
electricity in the world: “beyond even the most optimistic expectations in the market.”17 Since then
Swedish utility Vattenfall has agreed to build a giant offshore wind farm in Denmark that would sell power
for €49.50 per MWh. Vattenfall has broken its own previous record of €60 per MWh.18
However, auctions are not essential to gain the lowest possible price, especially if speed is of the
essence. In a tendering process, rather than an auction, the cost of solar PV has hit a stunning new low
– with a bid for a 300MW solar project in Saudi Arabia pitched at just $US1.79c/kWh – or $US17.9/MWh
– with no subsidies. The stunning offer – coming in the oil kingdom’s first major tender for solar power
– represents a significant fall of 75% in costs below those considered “not credible” less than two years
ago.19
Q1b. Do respondents agree with the use of Uniform-Price cost of support for RES-E projects in
the main RESS capacity auctions, as a mechanism to keep costs to the consumer to a minimum?
If this is taken to mean that every project is offered the same price as he one submitted by the lowest
bidder, this could cause problems. For instance in the recent UK auction the Moray and Hornsea
offshore wind projects were issued contracts with a record strike price of £57.50 per MWh, while the
Triton Knoll project gained one at £74.75. It is unlikely that Triton Knoll would be able to go-ahead if it
was offered a lower price. The Triton Knoll project is scheduled for commissioning in 2021/22 whereas
the other two are scheduled for commissioning in 2022/23.20
Q2. The analysis suggest that a Floating Feed in Premium (FIP) is the primary financial support
mechanism for the main RESS, as evidence indicates this is the most cost effective approach.
Do you agree with this proposal versus the other mechanisms identified?
As noted above we are concerned about technologically agnostic auctions, as these would probably
currently favour onshore wind over all other technologies.
Q3. What are respondents views on a proposed price cap (maximum €/MWh) within the uniform
price proposal? What alternative approach would you propose and why?
It is surely more important to focus on the amount of capacity required to meet European targets and
the budget available to meet that target. An auction system should ensure the lowest possible price
without a price cap. We still don’t know what capacity the Government is aiming for by which date and
there is no budget indicated.

16

Climate News Network 18th July 2016 http://climatenewsnetwork.net/offshore-wind-powers-aheadin-europe/
Renew Economy 7th July 2016 http://reneweconomy.com.au/dong-energy-build-700-mw-offshorewind-farms-e72-70mwh22550/
18 Energydesk 15th Nov 2016 https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2016/11/15/offshore-wind-power-vattenfall-denmark-record/
19 Renew Economy 5th Oct 2017 http://reneweconomy.com.au/stunning-new-low-for-solar-pv-as-even-iea-hails-age-of-solar43509/
20 Offshore Wind Biz 11th September 2017 http://www.offshorewind.biz/2017/09/11/three-offshore-wind-projects-securecontracts-for-difference-as-strike-prices-go-down/
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Q4a. Do you agree with this approach? What alternatives would you propose to this approach
and why?
Q4b. Would you support separate technology specific auctions for emerging technologies, at a
greater cost to the PSO, and if so what percentage of the overall scheme capacity (MWh) would
you allocate to this category?
In the immediate future the priority should be to increase renewable capacity to meet targets. Solar
farms appear to be the most likely technology to be able to achieve this. An urgent process needs to be
implemented to get solar farms already in the pipeline built quickly. If this can be done with a type of
auction process in the time available fine, but if it can’t the required capacity should be offered a
negotiated subsidy in order to meet the targets as soon after 2020 as possible.
Q5. Separate to the Principal Category RESS, a dedicated Community Category volume of
renewable capacity (MWh) allocated for community-led renewable projects is envisaged in the
preferred approach. The initial proposal is that between 10-20% of the total capacity (of new
MWhs) of each auction is ring-fenced for community-led projects.
Do you agree with this proposal? What changes would you propose to this proposal including
reference to the viable level of ambition for community-led projects?
The definition of community-led projects is so wide it is almost impossible to envisage what the outcome
of this proposal would be. What is important is that community energy projects and co-operatives as
well as local authorities and municipalities are given the support and resources to develop schemes as
required. It is also important that larger developers are required to offer stakeholders a share in their
projects. As a community leader on the Island of Samso, which has declared itself carbon neutral,
recently told the media commentator Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall if it’s a neighbour who owns the wind
turbine then it produces a hell of a lot more noise, kills more birds and is environmentally friendly, but if
you own the turbine it produces sweet music and looks good. 21
Q6. Do you agree with the proposal to further develop opportunities for micro-generation,
outside of the main RESS?
Respondents are asked for their views on how best to support micro-generation.
The Friends of the Earth proposal to support solar power on around 50,000 homes “at a reasonable
cost and in a fair way” should be supported. But it needs to be implemented quickly rather than waiting
for the results of further studies.
Q7. Do you agree with capping the amount of support received by each RES-E project that clears
in a RES-E auction? What changes would you make to the proposal to set this cap by the level
of support (€/MWh) determined in the auction and the cleared volume of the project (MWh).
See response to question 3.
Q8. Do respondents agree with the proposal to hold periodic auctions e.g. every two years, over
the course of the lifetime of the scheme, to take advantage to falling costs and reduce the impact
on the electricity consumer?
What changes if any would you make to this proposal?
Apart from the urgent need to increase capacity to meet the 2020 European target, it certainly makes
sense to spread the auctions out over the next decade in accordance with the capacity of the industry
to deliver. The Government needs to decide what capacity is required to meet the EU-wide target of at
least a 27% share of renewable energy consumption by 2030; and it needs to decide what its budget is.
One aim should be to avoid a boom and bust scenario for the industry.
Q9. Do you agree that planning approval, grid connection, bid bonds/penalties and community
participation criteria should be met before projects can apply for support under the new RESS?
What other pre-qualification criteria would you like to see introduced?
21

See Hugh's Scandimania E02 Denmark, 2014
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2ehizn from about 36.40
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Applying for planning permission, grid connections etc and now putting in applications for RESS can be
time consuming and costly for the companies and groups concerned. These issues need to be decided
in co-operation with developers and communities.
Q10. DCCAE welcome the respondents’ views on the PSO levy supporting a baseline 40% RESE. Do you think the PSO should support higher levels of ambition?
The PSO should support the achievement of the 2030 target of at least a 27% share of renewable
energy consumption. Climate change targets will also need to be set which ultimately require a carbon
neutral, 100% renewable Republic. As was widely recognised after the launch of the UK’s Clean Growth
Strategy in October, prosperity and low carbon are no longer seen as a compromise but aligned
objectives for the economy – in short wind and solar are fast becoming the cheapest ways to generate
electricity anyway.22 However, the current cost of the PSO to consumers illustrates the need for an
energy efficiency drive at the same time. In the UK the Government has finally recognised that energy
demand is falling and that Britain’s energy bills are on the slide despite rising renewable energy
subsidies. 23
Q11. Do respondents agree with this approach?
What are respondents’ views on an alternative approach whereby renewable energy CHP plants
receive support from the RESS or the proposed RHI but not both, and that the project promoter
should decide which support scheme best suits the proposed development.
It sounds reasonable that a CHP plant should not be able to apply for double subsidies. However the
priority should be to meet targets.
Questions 12 – 20
No comment

22

Carbon Brief 12th October 2017 https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-how-the-clean-growth-strategy-hopes-to-deliver-ukclimate-goals
23 Telegraph 2nd October 2017 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/10/02/green-measurescut-power-bills-despiteformer-pm-camerons-misgivings/
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Annexe: Auctions Mean Cheaper Projects
A look at the table below highlights recently awarded Renewable Energy (RE) prices under similar
schemes in Europe could give an indication as to the future RE prices in Ireland under the proposed
RESS. The trend of falling auction clearing prices continues as renewables continue to become
increasingly competitive when compared with conventional energy sources.
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